Puzzle 1 – Hollywood Ending

ACROSS

1. Greeting sometimes followed by "¿Cómo estás?"

5. Try to get the job

10. Start of a pride acronym

14. Everglades bird

15. First woman to win a Nobel Prize (1903)

16. Et ___ (and others)

17. Popular programming language on the web

19. Sit in the sun, e.g.

20. French friend

21. Shades of color

22. Not a lot

23. Police officers wear them

25. Big kudos, informally

29. Snorkeling spot

31. Tampa Bay baseballer

32. Regret bitterly

33. Scribble (down)

34. Device with a click wheel, once

36. Movie for which Alfonso Cuarón won the Best Director Oscar

37. Reconcile a feud

40. Ladies

41. Org. that puts on the World Cup

42. South African golfer Ernie

43. 100%

44. See 27-Down

45. Eyelid annoyance

47. Temporary increase in the birth rate

50. Concern for a PR person

54. Hurries, quaintly

55. Group whose singers include Agnetha and Anni-Frid

57. Where to find the last words of 17-, 25-, 37-, 47-, and 59-Across

58. "And there you have it!"

59. 1964 Tony-winning musical revived in 2017 with Bette Midler

62. Greek god of war

63. ___-Detoo of "Star Wars"

64. In good health

65. Typical serving of Guinness

66. Developer's piece of land

67. Wall St. workplace

DOWN

1. Article of clothing worn by many Muslim women

2. "Yes We Can" sloganeer

3. Really, really mad

4. "___ side note ..."

5. Point the finger at

6. 100%

7. Rainbow maker

8. Back talk

9. Up to this point

10. Cabinet department

11. Ritzy

12. Cyclist's fix for a flat

13. Thing that nobody ever wins

18. Google ___, alternative to Microsoft Excel

22. What Sterling Archer is on "Archer"

24. "Eww!"

26. Pleasant smells

27. With 44-Across, works from Arp and Duchamp

28. Where to find fish and ships

29. Totally done, slangily

30. Residents of DC's Number One Observatory Circle from 2009-17

35. Adobe file format

36. Find a new tenant

37. Desert that covers much of Botswana and Namibia

38. Hairstyle for Solange Knowles

39. Part of an ATM

40. Talk idly

44. "Six-pack" muscles

46. As well

48. Ingredient in beer, wine, and bread

49. Country that Pete Buttigieg holds citizenship in

51. The ___ Brothers of R&B

52. Solar panel units

53. Panache

56. Chunk of voters

58. Water spout

59. Smokey Bear wears one with his name on it

60. Do the wrong thing

61. Acknowledge, as a mistake
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